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The Multistate Tax Compact A Promise Forgotten
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The promise given was a necessity of the past: the word
broken is a necessity of the present.
- Machiavelli
The California Appellate Court decision in Gillette v. Franchise Tax Board i has
spawned a multitude of vexing issues, both within and without the state, for business
and state governments and for tax practitioners and legal scholars. The crux of the
matter - whether the Multistate Tax Compact (Compact) obligates member states to
offer its multistate taxpayers the option of using the Compact's three factor formula
or the state's own alternative formula - has its genesis in a core philosophical
promise: uniformity in the taxation of multistate businesses in exchange for fiscal
and political sovereignty. According to the court, the discipline of a Compact,
effective since 1967, remains intact and the promise understood those many years
ago is as valid today as it was then. As the myriad of tax, legal and constitutional
issues this case has created thread their way through the courts and state capitols,
interested parties would do well to look back at the reasons for the Compact's
adoption. Through this prism, one might find it difficult to reconcile the past history
with the present day statements of the FTB and the Multistate Tax Commission.

The threat
In 1951, the U.S. Supreme Court in Spector Motor Service v. O'Connorii held that
states are precluded from taxing the privilege of engaging in an exclusively interstate
business. The perspective, based on perceived Commerce Clause limitations, that a
state could not impose an income tax on a nondomiciliary engaged solely in interstate
commerce, was short lived. In 1959, the Court in Northwestern States Portland
Cement v. Minnesotaiii again addressed the thorny issue of multistate taxation and
for the first time made it clear that there is no Commerce Clause barrier to the
imposition of a fairly apportioned corporate income tax on interstate business carried
on within a state. The consequences of Northwestern States were extensive,
including the eventual repeal of the Spector Motor doctrine.
In addition, the case produced widespread alarm among businesses convinced of dire
consequences to the national economy resulting from taxation of corporations
carrying on interstate business. There was an outcry for federal legislation restricting
the power of states to tax interstate businesses. Congress quickly responded by
enacting one of the most vital pieces of legislation setting forth minimum standards
for the exercise of state taxing power: Public Law 86-272. Congress also authorized
the commission of a study and report by congressional committees, the outcome of
which was to be legislation establishing uniform standards for states in taxing the
income of interstate businesses. In 1964, a report, known as the Willis Report, was
issued. The Report expressed doubt that any real uniformity could be attained by
state action alone. The Report also proposed both substantive and administrative
reforms, including a recommendation giving the Treasury Department authority to
issue uniform rules and regulations governing state income taxes. Congress
thereafter proposed a number of bills that would have established a mandatory
method of apportionment and uniform definition of business income.

The promise
During this tumultuous period in state taxation, the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) approved the Uniform Division of
Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA). In its Prefatory Note, the UDITPA drafters
noted the "need for a uniform method of division of income for tax purposes among
the several taxing jurisdictions." Under UDITPA, all business income is apportioned
to a state by multiplying the income by a fraction, the numerator of which is the
property factor, plus the payroll factor, plus the sales factor, and the denominator of
which is three (i.e., an equally-weighted three factor formula).
Although UDITPA was adopted in 1957, it initially garnered scant attention from the
states. However, with a Congressional committee recommending federal legislation
to establish a uniform state income tax base and apportionment formula, there was a
renewed interest in creating a state-level response to the concerns about the
confusing rules and regulations that governed the taxation of businesses operating in
interstate commerce. In addition, the visceral response to federal intervention in a
state's right to tax and protect political and fiscal sovereignty was palpable. The
states' answer to achieving uniformity and avoiding federal intervention was a
beautifully simple promise: we, the states, will enact a Multistate Tax Compact
ensuring greater uniformity if you, Congress, will shun further intervention into state
tax sovereignty.
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The Compact was drafted in 1966 and became effective in 1967 after seven states
adopted it, effectively quashing any additional federal legislation addressing state
taxation. And the promise was made.
In 1968, the Multistate Tax Commission, which was established by the Compact,
issued a brochure (see below) touting the benefits of membership in the Compact.
Noting what was at stake, the brochure asks: "Are the states, by cooperative action, to
adjust their taxing systems . . . and thereby keep control of this 'indispensable'
power? Or will the federal government attempt it for them and thereby take control
away from them . . . ?"
The Compact includes a number of key provisions. Article IV incorporates UDITPA
nearly word for word. Article III allows multistate taxpayers to apportion or allocate
their income under formulae and rules set forth in the Compact or by any other
method available under state law. It is these very provisions that the brochure
advertises as an advantage of membership:
"Choice of Uniform Division of Income Act or state income tax allocation system . . .
Businesses required to pay income tax in more than one state or subdivision can
choose between the allocation methods of the Uniform Division of Income Act or
those of the state or subdivision."
The brochure also notes many advantages to the states, including the "preservation of
tax administration" and "single audits" under Article VIII of the Compact. This
provision, authorizing the Multistate Tax Commission to perform audits on behalf of
member states, presented the first challenge to the Compact.

The challenge
The Compact Clause of the Constitution provides "No State shall, without the
Consent of Congress . . . enter into any Agreement or Compact with another State, or
with a foreign Power . . ."iv The Multistate Tax Compact has not to this day received
congressional approval. In the matter of United States Steel Corp. v. Multistate Tax
Commissionv, the U.S. Supreme Court was asked to decide whether the Compact was
invalid because, among other things, it had not received such approval. U.S. Steel
brought the action on behalf of itself and other multistate taxpayers threatened with
audits by the Multistate Tax Commission, asking the Court to find the Compact
invalid and permanently barring its operation.
The Court affirmed a view that "the application of the Compact Clause is limited to
agreements that are 'directed to the formation of any combination tending to the
increase of political power in the States, which may encroach upon or interfere with
the just supremacy of the United States.'" The Court stated that "On its face the
Multistate Tax Compact contains no provisions that would enhance the political
power of the member States in a way that encroaches upon the supremacy of the
United States." As a result, the Court rejected the contention that the Compact
Clause required congressional consent to every agreement between two or more
states. The Court thus affirmed the constitutionality of the Multistate Tax Compact.
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The maneuver
Thirty five years later, the Multistate Tax Compact again is under challenge, only this
time, paradoxically, it is to uphold its core tenet: uniformity. There is general
consensus that the Compact provides certain flexibility to the states. For example,
states are permitted to set their own tax rates. However, for the Compact to have
been successful and stave off federal intervention, there had to be a certain base level
of uniformity. Indeed, it appears unlikely Congress would have accepted the premise
that uniformity was achieved if, at any time, any member could choose to vary from
any basic principle underlying the Compact. Nonetheless, the Multistate Tax
Commission has argued that such flexibility is permitted, that the goal of the
Compact was not to achieve uniformity but, rather, only to "promote" it. A
Commission representative recently opined at a roundtable discussion with
Bloomberg BNAvi that after U.S. Steel, the Compact members did a maneuver by
departing from the initial intent of the drafters and serving more in an advisory
capacity with no mandates on what states may do.
The purpose of this article is not to address the legal aspects in Gillette. That is left
for the lawyers representing the parties. The authors merely ask that the issues be
looked at in the context of the Compact's creation, and the reasons for state adoption
presented in a brochure distributed to taxpayers by the Commission.
The 1968 Commission brochure states that "The real genius of the Compact is its look
to the future. It has a service for all states and business alike." While evaluating the
future of the Compact, the Multistate Tax Commission, legislators and tax
administrators should remember the Compact's origins.
###
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